
Y8 Multicultural Poetry: Big Idea ‘’No Man is an Island’’
In this topic, we’ll explore the ‘big idea’ through studying a range of multicultural poetry 

(alongside non-fiction & fiction extracts) . We’ll focus on British and northern culture to 

develop our understanding of British heritage and identity, before evaluating our 

‘Shuttleworth College’ culture in relation to school values. To build on previous writing skills, 

we’ll also write our own poem! We’ll then develop our reading skills further buy analysing the 

content, themes, language and structure of diverse poems in preparation for the assessment.

• ‘This Is The Place’ by Tony Walsh

• ‘No Respect’  by Laura Walsh

• Non-fiction article on youth culture

• ‘A Brighter Sun’ fiction extract

• ‘Blessing’ by Imtiaz Dhaker

• ‘Island Man’ by Grace Nichols

What do I need to understand for this topic?

 The ‘big idea’
 Key vocabulary
 British/northern culture 
 Personal identity
 Stereotyping and prejudice
 Challenging stereotypes 
 Celebration of culture
How will I know how to write a successful poem analysis?

Teacher modelled analysis of ‘Blessing’ by Imtiaz Dhaker

How will I practice writing a poetry analysis?

ONE PETAL on ‘Blessing’. Q: How does the writer present the 
value of water?

How will I be assessed?

THREE PETALS on ‘Island Man’ . Q: How does the poet present 
attitudes towards home in ‘Island Man’?

culture

the ideas, 
customs, and 

social 
behaviour of a 

particular 
people or 
society

prejudice

preconceived 
opinion that is 
not based on 

reason or 
actual 

experience

stereotype

a fixed, over 
generalised 

belief about a 
particular 

group or class 
of people

challenge

an objection to 
something as 

not being true

celebrate

to honour in a 
positive way

identity

the fact of 
being who or 
what a person 

or thing is.

diversity

A variety

discriminate

to unfairly 
treat a person 

or group 
differently 
from other 
people or 
groups

equality

the state of 
being equal, 
especially in 

status, rights, 
or 

opportunities




